The linkage between sewer pipe flow and floodplain flow is recognised to induce an important source of uncertainty within two-dimensional (2D) urban flood models. This uncertainty is often attributed to the use of empirical hydraulic formulae (the one-dimensional (1D) weir and orifice steady flow equations) to achieve data-connectivity at the linking interface, which require the determination of discharge coefficients. Because of the paucity of high resolution localised data for this type of flows, the current understanding and quantification of a suitable range for those discharge coefficients is somewhat lacking. To fulfil this gap, this work presents the results acquired from an instrumented physical model designed to study the interaction between a pipe network flow and a floodplain flow. The full range of sewerto-surface and surface-to-sewer flow conditions at the exchange zone are experimentally analysed in both steady and unsteady flow regimes. Steady state measured discharges are first analysed considering the relationship between the energy heads from the sewer flow and the floodplain flow; these results show that existing weir and orifice formulae are valid for describing the flow exchange for the present physical model, and yield new calibrated discharge coefficients for each of the flow conditions. The measured exchange discharges are also integrated (as a source term) within a 2D numerical flood model (a finite volume solver to the 2D Shallow Water Equations (SWE)), which is shown to reproduce the observed coefficients. This calibrated numerical model is then used to simulate a series of unsteady flow tests reproduced within the experimental facility. Results show that the numerical model overestimated the values of mean surcharge flow rate. This suggests the occurrence of additional head losses in unsteady conditions which are not currently accounted for within flood models calibrated in steady flow conditions.
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Introduction
The increased frequency and magnitude of worldwide flood events in recent years (Ravazzani et al., 2016) has encouraged a critical examination of possible causes (Hundecha et al., 2016) and suitable options to reduce their impact. Urban flooding may occur when storm water exceeds the capacity of the local sewer or storm water system. Dual drainage hydraulic models have been developed to assess the risks associated with urban flooding, namely the potential damage to property and infrastructure Mark et al., 2004) , and to supply information for decision makers (Fernandez et al., 2016) . Such modelling tools use steady state linking discharge equations to enable the coupling of below-ground pipe flow and free surface flow at computational (interface) nodes representing manholes/gullies (e.g. Leandro et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2015; Maksimović et al., 2009 ). In such forms of integrated flood modelling, interaction discharges are usually added as sinks or sources within the overland flow model (e.g. Seyoum et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2015; Leandro and Martins, 2016; Martins et al., 2016) . State-of-the-art dual drainage models (Smith, 2006) couple 1D (one-dimensional) sewer network flow models to 2D floodplain model (Chen et al., 2015; Leandro et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2013; Schmitt et al., 2004) utilising weir or orifice equations to describe flow exchange between the surface and sewer systems as a function of relative hydraulic head in the sewer and surface systems (Djordjević et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2007) . These discharge relationships were derived using the principles of energy or momentum conservation assuming a steady state flow, with discharge coefficient comprising energy losses. Nonetheless they are commonly employed within unsteady flow simulators on the assumption that the computational time step is small (i.e. dV=dt is assumed constant at each time step, V is the volume of flow). In reality, flows through these interaction nodes during flood events are highly complex, transient and three dimensional, with surcharge/drainage affecting local hydrodynamics around the interaction node, and the flow direction potentially altering several times during a flooding event (Balmforth et al., 2006) . Although it may be more appropriate to apply 3D models to replicate such systems, equivalent models are computationally demanding and hence not applicable to real urban inundation events (Cea et al., 2010) . In these cases the use full shallow water equation models or simplified models neglecting the inertial terms is deemed acceptable (Mignot et al., 2006) . The representation of surface/subsurface flow exchange and energy loss processes is recognised as a potential source of uncertainty within urban flood models (Djordjević et al., 2005) , especially because little guidance exists on a range of suitable weir/orifice discharge coefficients for use in a flood modelling context.
The three dimensional and rapidly changing nature of interaction flows mean that the accurate characterisation of hydraulic conditions around interaction nodes is extremely challenging. The uncertain nature of flood events and the difficulties in obtaining data at suitable spatial and temporal resolutions at a field site make full scale calibration and verification of linking equations implausible. Studies using physical scale models to calibrate and validate the performance of interaction points during flood flows are limited. Recently Russo et al. (2013) and Djordjević et al. (2013) investigated the hydraulic performance of gully pots, however they reported surface to sewer flow conditions only. , Lopes et al. (2015) and Martins et al. (2014) studied the hydrodynamic effects of the flow inside a gully without grate and proposed coefficients for the drainage flow. Bazin and Nakagawa (2014) quantified and modelled flow exchange between below and above ground systems but their tests were limited to scenarios with pressurised pipe conditions only and the scale of the model limited the range of flow Reynolds numbers tested. Fraga et al. (2015) validated a 1D-2D dual drainage model using a real-scale physical model to quantify rainfall-runoff transformation and presented a satisfactory performance (discrepancies were below 2%) of the numerical model when replicating water depth and discharge at several locations in a drainage network. However to date, no study has presented experimental validation of interaction flow modelling during unsteady tests featuring both surface to sewer and sewer to surface flow conditions.
To address this gap, this paper uses a physical model of a surface/pipe system linked via a scaled manhole to present experimental datasets of sewer-surface flow exchange. The tests conducted here are limited to conditions where no manhole lid is present, as may be the case where the lid has previously been removed or ejected due to surcharge. This conditions was chosen to enable a series of steady state experiments over a range of flow rates and exchange conditions are used to assess the applicability of weir and orifice equations to represent exchange flows as well as identify suitable discharge coefficients to represent energy losses. In order to validate these relationships in unsteady conditions, the functions are implemented within a Finite Volume (FV) Godunov-based numerical model, and its performance is compared to experimental datasets from a series of unsteady flow tests.
Overview of surface-subsurface linking equations
This section provides an overview of the weir and orifice linking equations which are commonly used to determine the exchange of flow at the interface within urban flood modelling.
Surface-to-sewer exchange
Considering an equivalent datum point, surface-to-sewer exchange through a linking node occurs in all cases when the hydraulic head of surface flow is greater than the hydraulic head of the pipe flow. Within coupled urban flood models (e.g. Chen et al., 2007; Djordjević et al., 2005; Leandro et al., 2009; Martins et al., 2016; Seyoum et al., 2012) this exchange flow is commonly quantified using equations originally derived for flow over a weir or through an orifice. When considering the surface elevation relative to the pipe flow hydraulic head (Z crest ), two conditions can be defined.
Head in the pipe network less than surface elevation
In this case, the free weir equation is normally used to describe flow exchange. Within urban flood models the length of the weir is taken as the manhole perimeter, and the hydraulic head of the flow is considered to be equal to the flow depth above the surface elevation (h s ), (i.e. velocity head is assumed to be negligible). Hence the linking equation is taken as:
where Q e is flow exchange (m 3 /s) and D M is the manhole diameter (m), C i is an energy loss coefficient that is included in order to account for losses due to viscous effects (-). Within existing flood models, the free weir scenario is considered applicable in all cases when pipe network hydraulic head does not exceed the surface elevation, although in Djordjević et al. (2005) it is noted that a somewhat reduced capacity should be considered at high flow rates when the manhole becomes submerged by the surface flow.
Head in the pipe network exceeds surface elevation
In this case, Chen et al. (2007) use a linkage based on a submerged weir equation, in which a term is included to account for the difference between surface flow depth and hydraulic head in the pipe network (h p ). This can be expressed as:
where Z crest is the height difference from the invert of the pipe system to the level of the surface. This linkage is considered applicable when h p > Z crest and h s < A M =pD M where A M is manhole area (m 2 ). If h s > A M =pD M the link is considered fully submerged and the submerged orifice formula is expected to be a more suitable description of flow behaviour. The submerged orifice equation can be expressed to provide flow exchange as:
In this case, the discharge coefficient C i accounts for energy losses due to flow through the orifice, the continued contraction of the jet as it passes through the restriction (vena contracta), and the assumption of negligible velocity head in the upstream (i.e. surface) flow.
Sewer-to-surface exchange
Considering an equivalent datum point, sewer-to-surface exchange through a linking node occurs when the total head in the pipe system is greater than the total head of the surface flow. Within flood models, flow exchange is commonly evaluated (Djordjević et al., 2005) by considering the interface point to act as an orifice. Considering surface velocity head to be negligible this can be expressed as:
Eq. (4) is also applicable in cases where h s ¼ 0.
Implementation with numerical models
The application of these equations is usually conditioned by the type of numerical model used. Decoupled models (Palla et al., 2016) do not simulate the sewer system and therefore limit the above to below ground exchange by defining a maximum sewer capacity. This implies a one cell per connection system and allows only drainage to be computed based upon a stage (surface depth) vs discharge relationship. The fact that these models do not account for surcharge is a limitation. Fully coupled models compute both the surface and the sewer flow and link them using Eqs. (1)- (4), adding or subtracting the exchange flows or the volume of water to the surface and the sewer systems. Two main approaches can be identified, either time linking points can be defined at each time-step (Borsche and Klar, 2014) or the models can be interleaved . Similar discretisations and numerical models for sewer and surface can use time linking approaches whilst different models usually require interleaving and imply an asynchronous connection with different time steps for each model. For both options surface and sewer flows are modelled as independent systems and the interaction is performed at the end of each time-step. This numerical interaction is controlled by Eqs. (1)-(4) making use of the head in the manhole, obtained from the numerical sewer simulation by considering the total head inside of the manhole node as the sewer head, and the surface head obtained from the cell or node on top of the manhole crest, along with the empirical discharge coefficient. It is therefore of importance that the discharge coefficients are well defined. As the surface and sewer systems are modelled independently, the local effects of sewer surcharge or free surface effects on the surface flow depth are only considered in the next time-step. In addition the direct feedback effects of the exchange flow on the surface and sewer hydraulic head is only considered in terms of net flow rates, i.e. flow depths are calculated without consideration of local shock or acceleration effects around the drainage structure caused by the exchange itself. This differs from the physical reality were the interaction flows affect local hydrodynamics around the exchange point. Due to the sensitivity of the flow exchange to the relative head calculation, the impact of local hydrodynamics around the exchange node and the definition of representative head in the surface and sewer systems may have a significant effect on the flow exchange and the modelling results. These aspects, which are included within the quantification of discharge coefficients, should hence be considered when evaluating the effectiveness of the linking equations.
Methodology
This section describes the experimental and numerical approaches used to achieve the objectives stated in Section 1.
Experimental setup
The experimental facility consists of a physical model of sewer pipe with no slope connected via a manhole to a shallow flow flume (Rubinato, 2015; Rubinato et al., 2013) . The sewer pipe has an internal diameter of 75 mm and the circular manhole has the internal diameter of 240 mm (Fig. 1) .
The pipe and manhole are constructed based on a 1/6 geometrical scale of a typical UK urban drainage system. The flume bed (slope 0.001) is aligned with the top of the manhole and is 4 (m) wide and 8 (m) long. The bed of the flume is 0.478 (m) above the invert level of the pipe. The facility (pipe and flume) is constructed from PVC, based on experimental stage/discharge measurements the Manning's roughness coefficient of the flume surface is quantified to be 0.009 (s m À1=3 ). This facility allows shallow flow over the surface which interacts with the sewer flow via the manhole (Fig. 1) . Inlet flows to the pipes and the surface can be controlled in real time by automated valves controlled via Labview TM software, allowing both steady flows and unsteady storm profiles to be simulated. Flow into and out of the above and below ground systems are continuously monitored by electromagnetic flowmetres (Q 1 ; Q 2 ; Q 3 ; Q 4 ). The accuracy of the flowmetres has been validated using volumetric discharge readings using the laboratory measurement tank.
Calibrated pressure transducers (manufactured by GEMS instruments) within pipe invert and the bed of the flume are used to determine pressure and flow depth in the sewer and on the surface respectively. P sewer and P surface are located respectively 350 mm and 460 mm from the centre of the manhole (Fig. 2 ). Transducers were calibrated such that transducer output signal (mA) can be directly related to gauge pressure. This step was completed using a pointer gauge with an averaged recorded error between mea- Fig. 1 . Longitudinal profile of the model (not to scale, lengths in mm). Q 1 = surface inflow, Q 2 , = surface outflow, Q 3 , = sewer inflow, Q 4 = sewer outflow, Q e = flow exchange from sewer-to-surface. sured values and defined calibration relationships quantified to be AE0.109 (mm) within the range of measurement for P surface (range of water depth 0-100 mm), AE0.72 (mm) within the range of measurement for P sewer (range of water depth 0-600 mm). All pressure transducers are linked to Labview software such that readings from the facility instrumentation are logged against time.
Configuration of steady state tests
To evaluate the applicability of the weir and orifice equations to describe flow exchange and to identify suitable range for discharge coefficients under steady state flow conditions, a series of tests have been conducted using the experimental facility described in Section 3.1. Tests were conducted by varying the inflows to the pipe and surface systems (as appropriate) and recording the resulting flow exchange and pressure head measurements. The test conducted can be classified into four exchange scenarios (S) as follows (Fig. 3) . S1 Inflow into non-surcharged sewer; Flow on the surface with no flow in the sewer system. Flow exchange from the surface to the sewer system; S2 Inflow into surcharged sewer; Flow on the surface and in the sewer system, with hydraulic head in the sewer (h p ) greater than Z crest but less than the surface flow depth (h s ). Flow exchange from the surface to the sewer system. S3 Outflow over wet floodplain; Flow on the surface and in the sewer system, with hydraulic head in the sewer system (h p ) greater than the the surface flow depth (h s ). Flow exchange from the sewer system to the surface. S4 Outflow over dry floodplain; Flow in the sewer system with no flow on the surface (h s ¼ 0), with hydraulic head in the pipe network (h p ) greater than Z crest . Flow exchange from the sewer system to the surface.
Steady state flow exchange rate (Q e ) is quantified based on mass conservation principles and sewer flow measurements:
where Q 3 and Q 4 is the time-averaged sewer inflow and outflow respectively. Surface depth, h s was evaluated via a temporal average of pressure readings at P surface . In this location measurements were neither affected by the hydraulic-jump region in surcharging conditions nor by the descending free surface profile in surface-to-sewer conditions. h p is evaluated via a temporal average of the pressure reading at P sewer . For all steady state tests, flows were first established and allowed to stabilise before data values were recorded. Once established, data were collected for a period of five minutes in order to define reliable temporally averaged values.
Experimental flow exchange error analysis
The error in experimentally measured steady flow exchange can be defined as flow meter instrumentation error plus error due to any water volume (V) change within the experimental facility during each test ðdV=dtÞ. Assuming that sufficient temporal averaging of flow data is performed, dV=dt is assumed to be negligible. In order to estimate the instrumentation error, a parameter (n) is defined for each test based on the difference between Eq. (5) and the flow exchange calculated using the flow meters characterising
, normalised by the total inflow (Q In ) and scaled by the flow exchange (Q e ):
where Q 1 and Q 2 are the time-averaged surface inflows and outflows respectively.
Configuration of Time-Varying (unsteady) tests
In order to understand the performance of the discharge linking equations within unsteady flow conditions a series of additional tests were conducted. Nine unsteady flow tests were simulated within the experimental facility in which surface inflow (Q 1 ) was maintained constant (8.15 l/s) whilst a flood hydrograph run through the sewer pipe, such that surface-to-sewer and sewerto-surface exchange occurs during each test. Sewer inflow hydrographs were introduced via the control of a calibrated sewer pipe inflow valve automated via Labview TM software (Rubinato, 2015) . All unsteady tests had a minimum total duration of 6 min. Pressure and flow readings within the facility were recorded in real time over the duration of each test. To examine a range of hydraulic complexities, tests with a single peak in sewer surcharge were simulated (Fig. 4) featuring a range of surcharge durations and the maximum surcharge rate, quantified in terms of Q 3max =Q 1 . Key characteristics of each of the time varying test events tests are presented in Table 1 . Fig. 2 . Location of the pressure measurement points (distances in mm) around the manhole. Fig. 3 . Hydraulic scenarios tested within the experimental facility -S1, S2, S3, S4.
Experimental quantification of the instantaneous value of flow exchange against time during each event was not feasible due to the unsteady variation of mass over each test (although examination of the measured mass balance can provide an illustrative indication of flow exchange). Therefore to examine the performance of both the linking Eqs. (1)-(4) and the experimentally derived coefficients in unsteady flow conditions, a series of numerical simulations were conducted.
Numerical flood model
Floodplain flow is usually modelled by the depth-averaged 2D shallow water equations (SWE). 2D numerical modeling using the SWE has been extensively researched (see for example Ata et al., 2013; Song et al., 2011; Kesserwani and Wang, 2014) . The SWE can be obtained by depth-integrating the three-dimensional Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations, neglecting the vertical acceleration term and assuming the pressure distribution to be hydrostatic. The assumptions are that the vertical dimension is smaller than the horizontal one and that the streamlines remain approximately parallel to each other. In a conservative matrix form, the SWE including sewer source term read:
In (7), ðx; yÞ are the spatial Cartesian coordinates and t is time. U is the vector containing the flow variables, and FðUÞ and GðUÞ are the Cartesian components of the flux vectors. SðUÞ is the vector of source terms that, can be decomposed into
In (8) and (9), g ðm s À2 Þ is the constant gravitational acceleration; h (m) is the water depth, hu and hv ðm 2 s À1 Þ are the unitwidth discharge expressed in terms of the velocityũ Cartesian components u and v ðm s À1 Þ. S b and S f are, respectively, the topography and friction slope terms involved in the momentum equa-
(n being the Manning roughness coefficient). S s denotes a sewer flux term involved in the continuity equation in terms of vertical velocity V s , which represents a source added uniformly or a sink term removed proportionally to the water depth; whereas u bed and v bed are the local horizontal velocities at the bed level, assumed zero during the numerical tests.
The system (7) is solved using the first order in space and time finite volume method . The domain discretisation is based on a 2D unstructured node-centred triangular mesh. The numerical integration of the equations is done with the equations in their integral form and is divided into two steps, the space integral and the time integral. For the space integral, using Gauss divergence theorem the area integral is changed to a curve integral that accounts for the fluxes over the boundaries of the cell. The inter-cell fluxes (/ hw ) are then evaluated through the use of a one dimensional Riemann problem between two generic adjacent points h and w (i.e a Roe Approximate Riemann solver). Boundary fluxes (/ Out hw ) are calculated and updated as Dirichlet boundaries with a physical limiter for internal boundary conditions to avoid negative depths (i.e. a boundary cell cannot lose more water than it holds):
where Q e is the exchange flow calculated at the time step, h i the depth of the cell on top of the manhole and A i the area of the cell. The bed elevation source term (w hw ) is calculated using an upwind scheme, that avoids non-physical oscillations, derived respecting the extended C-property by projecting the source term onto the eigenvectors of the flux Jacobian. After the linearisation of the source term it is evaluated at the same state as the inter-cell fluxes. Bed friction source term is calculated outside the fluxes with a semi implicit Runge-Kutta-based point-wise scheme , whilst the discharge term is computed using an explicit point-wise scheme. The Wet-Dry front is treated using approach that avoids localised ''negative depths", formulated to the SWE. The discretised form (7) becomes:
where h is the generic point to be evaluated, w is an adjacent neighbour point, Kn h is the set of neighbour points of h; A h is the computational area of point h; / hw ; / Out hw and w hw are the numerical fluxes evaluated using the Roe solver . Dt is evaluated using the equation:
where the CFL coefficient is 1 and Dr is the distance between the computational cell centre and the computational cell edge. Table 1 for a single peak event. The mesh size was computed using a length of 0.0125 (m) near the manhole crest increasing up to 0.2 (m) in the external boundaries (Schöberl, 1997) resulting in 11,186 computational cells.
Numerical model configuration
Steady state numerical simulations were conducted in order to confirm the validity of the numerical approach. Numerically calibrated discharge coefficients were obtained using principles described in Section 2 and compared to values obtained via experimental data. For each simulation sewer pipe pressure (Fig. 5 ) and and flow exchange were taken as measured in the experimental facility. To explore the sensitivity of the numerical simulations to variations in the selection of surface flow depth (as discussed in Section 3.1.1), a number of surface depth cases were tested for each simulation. 
Numerical depth [H
For the steady state tests the boundary conditions used were:
Free overfall weir (i.e critical depth in the vicinity of the manhole) for S1 Eq. (5) for the internal boundary condition in the manhole for S2 and S3 based on the appropriate exchange sign Following validation in steady conditions, the unsteady flow events described in Section 3.1.3 were simulated and results are used to examine the performance of the linking questions in unsteady flows. For these tests a similar configuration is applied to that of the steady state tests with the exception that the flow exchange is calculated through Eqs. (1)-(4) (using the coefficients derived from steady state tests), and the sewer head evaluated from the pressure transducer (P sewer ) at each timestep after a reduction to a 4 ðHzÞ sampling rate by averaging over six values.
Results and discussion
This section presents measured flow exchange and hydraulic head for each of the tests conducted over the four steady state flow scenarios S1, S2, S3 and S4. The performance of the linking Eqs.
(1)- (4) is analysed and calibrated steady state coefficients are produced. Discharge coefficients are then compared to those obtained from steady state numerical simulations and the sensitivity to the surface head boundary conditions are examined. Finally, numerical simulations of the unsteady flow events are presented. The performance of the numerical model in unsteady state conditions is analysed based on: 1) comparisons of numerical simulated Q e and measured (Q 3 À Q 4 ) flow exchange between surface and pipe systems over each event and 2) through averaged experimental outflow mass balance exchange rate (Q 3 À Q 4 ) against averaged numerically simulated Q e monitored over each test. Table 2 displays time averaged flow exchange and relative surface/pipe head measurements taken during the steady state tests as described in Section 3. In addition, to facilitate use of findings at larger geometrical scales, several non-dimensional parameters are presented. These include standard surface flow Froude number (Fr s ) and pipe flow Reynolds number (Re p ), Reynolds number of the flow through the manhole (Re m ) (where characteristic velocity is based on flow exchange, Q e and manhole area, and characteristic length scale is taken as the diameter of the manhole) as well as the geometrical scaling parameter based on the ratio of surface flow depth to manhole diameter.
Steady state results for the calibration of linking equations
The maximum inflow rate for both surface (Q 1 ) and sewer (Q 3 ) systems was 11 (l/s). Based on a geometrical scale of 1 to 6, this flow rate corresponds to approximately 70 (l/s) in a full scale pipe system based on Reynolds similitude. Velocities on the surface are quantified to be between 0.1 and 0.25 (m/s) for the tests reported here, with flow depths between 77 mm and 191 mm. Surface flow Froude numbers are in the range 0.151-0.691, and are hence subcritical. Based on Froude numbers similitude this corresponds to a real scaled velocity range of 0.245 and 0.625 (m/s).
Figs. 6-9 show measured flow exchange rate (Eq. 6) against the terms of the relevant linking Eqs. (1)-(4) as described in Section 2 for each correspondent scenario (S1, S2, S3 and S4). In Figs. 6-9 error bars are based on the error parameter n f [Eq. (6)] for each test. Trend lines are plotted considering minimum, expected and maximum values of Q e based on this range. Fig. 6 presents the observed surface-to-sewer flow exchange against the predictions of the weir Eq. (1) for all tests conducted under S1.
S1 results
Flow exchange can be observed to increase proportionally to h 3=2 s , as is consistently predicted by the free weir Eq. (1). This relation is shown to be valid up to the depth 0:062D M (the maximum tested). (1)- (4) for computing the exchange. Zero refers to the crest elevation. T1-T9 indicate the ID for each unsteady test as displayed in Table 1 . Fig. 7 . Plot of flow exchange (Q e ) against governing head differential (hs À hp) for S2. Trend lines based on calibrated submerged equation considering Q e ; Q e þ n f ; Q e À n f . Fig. 6 . Plot of flow exchange (Q e ) against the weir equation for S1. Trend lines based on calibrated weir equation considering Q e ; Q e þ n f ; Q e À n f . In this region, calibrating the free weir equation (as shown) against the experimental results provides a discharge coefficient in the range 0.493 to 0.587, based on the potential experimental error.
S2 results
For the tests conducted under S2, the pipe flow conditions were set to 9.3 l/s (Table 2), in order to limit the capacity of the sewer system to receive water from the above ground system. Five surface inflow conditions (Q 1 ) were tested in the above ground system to evaluate different values of h s . In all cases h s > h p resulting in surface-to-sewer exchange. Fig. 7 presents observed surface-tosewer flow exchange against the terms of the submerged weir Eq. (2) for all tests conducted in S2.
In all cases tested, the presence of sewer network flow caused the manhole to be visibly submerged/drowned. Fig. 7 shows the dependency of measured flow exchange on the head difference between surface and sewer flow. For the range tested, calibrating the submerged weir equation against the experimental results provides a range for the discharge coefficient between 0.054 and 0.057, based on the potential experimental error. Fig. 8 and 9 present observed surface-to-sewer flow exchange against the terms of the orifice Eq. (4) for all tests conducted in S3 and S4.
S3-S4 results
Flow exchange is observed to increase with head difference between pipe and surface systems (Fig. 8 and 9 ). The calibration of the orifice equation against the experimental results provides a range for discharge coefficient between 0.159 and 0.174 for S3 and between 0.159 and 0.161 for S4. Table 3 presents the coefficients obtained for both the experimental (expected, upper and lower bound based on the assessment of the experimental error as described in Section 3.1.2) and and numerical simulations (using the three depth conditions described in Section 3.2.1), together with a goodness of fit parameter R 2 for each relationship. Numerically obtained coefficients are slightly lower than the experimental values, although they are within the experimental range of steady state flows. In S1 the numerically generated coefficients were within the range of the experimental derived values, irrespective of the surface flow depth option used. Whilst the numerical coefficients for S2 overestimate the experimental values, this can be attributed to the very small head difference between the sewer system and the surface for this scenario. The low exchange flows in this scenario make the resulting errors less relevant. For S3 and S4 the numerical coefficients are within the experimental range of the experimentally derived values with the exception of the scheme using H Mho (which is slightly above experimental values). This difference can be attributed to the fact that the head on top of the manhole is always above the free water surface in an orifice discharge situation, and hence a lower head differential is obtained. However, overall all the numerical simulation results a linear fit between flow exchange and the the weir/ orifice linking equations (the lowest R 2 is 0.911).
Discharge coefficients

Discussion of steady state tests
The empirical results and R 2 values presented in Section 4.3
show that as long as the prevailing surface and sewer flow conditions are identified correctly, the existing modelling framework comprising of weir and or orifice equations described in Section 2 with a constant discharge coefficient can provide a suitable description of the linkage between pipe and surface flows in steady state conditions. However, the calibrated weir discharge coefficients derived in this study differ from studies of classical weirs (Reda et al., 2011; Bautista-Capetillo et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2012; Massey et al., 1998) , whilst no comparable discharge coefficients in the orifice flow regime were found in the literature. This suggests that modelling studies using uncalibrated discharge coefficients, or those based on conventional weirs and orifices, may have high uncertainty associated with flows through above/below ground linking nodes. This uncertainty is associated with complex geometries within urban drainage hydraulic structures. These geometries bring additional head losses that are not taken into account when 'standard' weir/orifice discharge coefficients are used. This is especially the case for sewer-to-surface exchange, as flow discharging to the surface may lose a significant amount of energy via turbulence in the manhole structure as well as through the orifice. It is suggested that the coefficients presented in this study provide the closest current approximation to urban flood interaction head losses in the case of flow via a cylindrical manhole Trend lines based on calibrated orifice equation considering Q e ; Q e þ n; Q e À n. Fig. 9 . Plot of flow exchange (Q e ) against the terms of the orifice equation for S4. Trend lines based on calibrated orifice equation considering Q e ; Q e þ n; Q e À n.
with no lid. Although it is also recognised that further work needed to fully elucidate the relationship between manhole geometry, flow rates and energy losses in surcharge/free drainage conditions including the effects of different manhole lids, as well as hydraulic conditions outside the range of the tests conducted here. In particular interaction flows may behave differently under; 1. very low flow depths (such as runoff flows) where the full weir length/orifice areas may not be utilised and 2. super-critical surface flow conditions which may invalidate the velocity head assumption of the weir Eq.
(1) when simulating surface to sewer flow conditions.
Time varying tests and model validation
The calibrated steady state head/flow exchange relationships were integrated into the numerical model described in Section 3.2. The numerical model was used to replicate the nine time-varying tests as described in Section 3.1.3. In order to assess the sensitivity of the simulations to surface flow depth selection and variability in discharge coefficients caused by the experimental error defined in Eq. (6), each simulation was run using the different surface depth conditions described in 3.2.1 as well as for the lower bound, expected and upper bound coefficients identified in the steady state experiments (Table 3) . Numerical simulations were run for a duration of 500 s for all three surface conditions combined with the three experimental coefficients for all unsteady cases.
Numerical simulations were analysed in terms of flow exchange hydrographs and validated against the experimental results via comparison of averaged measured exchange rate (Q 3 Q 4 ) against averaged numerically simulated Q e over each test.
Flow exchange hydrographs
The numerical exchange vs time for all the events tested is presented in Fig. 10 . The instantaneous value of Q 3 À Q 4 (i.e. time lagged experimentally measured Q e ) is also plotted for comparison. Since the exchange is computed using the measured sewer pressure data, rapid oscillations are present in the exchange values for all the tests as expected. All numerical simulations overestimate surcharge flows and underestimate drainage flows during each event. Also numerical simulations do not capture the experimental flow oscillation (peak flow for each event displayed in Fig. 5 ) which is observed to occur at the end of each surcharge event, which is attributed to the suction effect. In terms of absolute values upper coefficient H Mho values are usually below lower coefficient H P Surface values and H Manning for the orifice and free weir conditions whilst for the submerged orifice conditions H P Surface is highest. It also should be noted that whilst for the behaviour on the ascending branch for the H P Surface and H Manning is very similar, for the descending branch H Manning has a closer behaviour to H Mho . This behaviour is in fact the only time where some difference in the shape of the instantaneous exchange values can be observed between all of the numerical unsteady simulations. In the descending branch, H P Surface tends to produce a surface-to-sewer discharge peak whilst H Mho and H Manning tend to have a smoother, more stable behaviour. The largest shape differences occur in the transition from orifice to submerged orifice and from submerged orifice to free weir. At the peak exchange, the difference between the maximum and the minimum flow rates can reach 3.5 l/s showing a high sensitivity to both the discharge coefficients and the surface head used.
Outflow mass balance
For the unsteady experimental and numerical results the averaged exchange rate was quantified. The values for each of the numerical result are presented against the respective experimental values in Fig. 11 . Bigger markers represent bigger Q emax =Q 1 ratios and the marker colouring is related to the peak duration as presented in Table 1 . Globally, the numerical simulations overestimate the average exchange discharge for every event tested. Hence the simulations either underestimate surcharge flows or overestimate drainage flows, or show both of these effects. The results show a closer agreement when using the H Mho as the surface flow depth for longer duration peaks whilst for shorter duration peaks H P Surface and H Manning surface depths are closer to the experimental values. Global differences between experimental and numerical values range from 0.35 l/s to 2.35 l/s. Lower bound discharge coefficients provide the closest agreement between numerical (using H P Surface ) and experimental results as shown in T1, whilst the larger differences are associated with the upper bound coefficients (using H P Surface ) as displayed for T9. Average differences for each numerical test are 0.94, 0.91 and 0.71 for the H P Surface ; H Manning , and H Mho respectively. H P Surface and H Manning present very similar results due to Eq. (10) prescribing the maximum amount of water that can leave the domain through the manhole. This limiter was imposed in order to avoid negative depths on top of the manhole as mentioned in Section 3.2.
Discussion of unsteady tests
When tested in unsteady conditions the results confirm that the numerical model tends to overestimate the discharge when using the experimentally derived coefficients. Due to the accuracy of the models observed in steady state conditions, this suggests that additional uncertainties are introduced from the modelling approach caused by the unsteady nature of the flow and the aggregation at the interaction node. Fig. 10 suggests that the overestimation of surcharge flows is the most significant discrepancy between experimental and numerical observations for most events. This suggests that in unsteady surcharging flow conditions, significant additional head losses are encountered over and above those in steady state flows.
The model using H Mho provided a better overall agreement with the experimental observations, likely due to this scheme's use of a lower head differential in surcharged conditions (resulting in lower exchange rates, as discussed above). However free weir drainage conditions are better represented by H P Surface . Overall H Manning and H P Surface present very similar results as the influence from the orifice is limited at the H P Surface point and the flow almost exclusively influenced by upstream conditions. The modelling results are relatively sensitive to both the computing point selected on the floodplain system and the discharge coefficient. All numerical models fail to replicate the rapid fluctuation observed to occur at the end of the surcharging flow period (e.g. for event 8 between 280 and 320 s). This transient phenomena was observed during the experimental tests and is due to suction effects which occur during the transition between flow states. A 3D CFD model with a more complex turbulence model would be required to fully replicate this effect, however the scale of the effect is likely not to be significant for 2D flood modelling applications.
Concluding remarks
The paper presents calibrated values of discharge coefficients for weir and orifice equations to represent sewer-to-surface and surface-to-sewer flow interaction during urban flood events in the case of exchange through a manhole structure with no lid. For the tests conducted, the range of discharge coefficients is identified to be between 0.493 and 0.587 for the weir equation, between 0.054 and 0.057 for the submerged weir equation and between 0.159 and 0.174 for the orifice equation. It has been demonstrated that such equations can replicate exchange appropriately in steady flows with constant coefficient values if the scenarios for implementation are interpreted correctly. Therefore, the proposed coefficients are recommended for use in Eqs. (1)- (4) to reduce uncertainty and improve accuracy of treating sewersurface interactions in urban flood modelling. However, the results also highlight that linking equations are sensitive to calculations of relative head within pipe and surface systems, hence the uncertainty related to head losses at hydraulic structures, surface roughness and other parameters in urban hydrology may have significant implications for relative head calculations at these interaction nodes.
To explore the performance of steady state calibrated models in unsteady conditions, the experimental data sets have been used to calibrate a finite volume shock-capturing scheme employed to solve the SWE on a non-uniform 2D mesh. The numerical model has been tested against nine unsteady events with a range of surcharge durations and peak flow exchange simulated within the experimental facility. Experimental vs numerical results showed that the model overestimated the values of surcharge flow rate. This could be attributed to the more intense turbulence brought by unsteady nature of the flow, which results in substantial additional head losses during net sewer-to-surface exchange that are not accounted for in steady state conditions. To reduce errors in flood modelling applications for unsteady events, future work should focus on the quantification of these additional unsteady head losses and investigate relationships with the nature of the surcharging flow event. Additionally, future work should investigate the effects of different lid and cover designs on the scale and nature of flow exchange, surface to sewer interaction flows during super-critical surface flows and/or very low flow depths as well as behaviour under more complex two phase air/water flows which have not been investigated by the tests conducted here. Overall, the results presented in this paper can be straightforwardly incorporated in any dual drainage model as recommended standard parameters and reasonable ranges of values for discharge coefficients.
